
Introduction

Reed conditioning device last model omega was completed.

The main point to aim at, (1) Fix a face of the reed and the balance of the backside,

(2) Reduce lateral becoming stiff, (3) Is to guide progress of the vibrational energy.

When use this container, Potential performance having of the reed is got

It becomes easy to vibrate and is easy to blow, and the effect that it becomes easy to

 control is provided. In addition, the available rate of the reed improves, too.
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How to use

1: On a baseplate,  ride reed with a face as the top.

The long distance direction middle of the stock part of the reed of the line is located (figure ①).

And hold down the reed first half with one finger and it is strong and controls a stock part in a presser bar

R part and rubs against around ten times to do F with a focus to show it to figure ②.

2: Suppress the stock part with a finger to show it in figure ③ and it is slight and rubs in other party difference

form for a part a little in the reed first half it is the same, and to show it to figure ④ in an R part.

3: Usually mention it above; when want to get tension more, have as if catching reed with a thumb and forefinger

of neither of the hand, and is strong for around one second, and compress the same order (figure ⑤).

4: use the attached activator as if applying it on a board lightly if handle reed ten pieces of numbers.

The black felt to a baseplate, the brown felt towards a presser bar R part.

Materials: natural wood, an activator are beeswax, felt, blend herb

Price: One set ¥5, 040 (tax included)

���An order another as for the activator for replacement, both are @¥945
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